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Abstract
It is suggested that the true ground state of the world has ex-
actly vanishing vacuum energy and that the cosmological constant
that seems to have been observed is due to our region of the universe
being stuck in a false vacuum, whose energy is split from the true
vacuum by non-renormalizable operators that are suppressed by pow-
ers of the Planck scale. It is shown that conventional invisible axion
models typically have the features needed to realize this possibility.
In invisible axion models the same field and the same potential can
explain both the cosmological constant (or dark energy) and the dark
matter. It is also shown that the idea can be realized in non-axion
models, an example of which is given having Λ = M7W/M
3
P l, which
accords well with the observed value.
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1 Introduction
From the basic facts of cosmology one knows that the cosmological constant
must be smaller than or of order 10−123M4P l. (MP l ≡ G−1/2N ∼= 1.2×1019 GeV.)
This follows from the value of the Hubble parameter H ∼ (1010yrs)−1 ∼
10−42GeV and the fact that in a cosmological constant dominated universe
H2 = 8pi
3
(Λ/M2P l). Such a fantastically small limit on Λ in gravitational units
naturally suggested to theorists that in fact it was exactly zero. In most
discussions of cosmology Λ was indeed simply set to zero. While no principle
or mechanism was known that would explain why Λ vanished, it was expected
that eventually one would come to light.
For this reason, the recent observations [1] on type-I supernovas that seem
to indicate a non-zero value of Λ came as quite a shock. The observations, if
indeed they are to be explained by a cosmological constant, correspond to a
value of Λ ∼= (2 × 10−3eV)4 ∼= 10−123M4P l. This is about 70% of the critical
density. Observations are consistent with a spatially flat universe, which
would imply that all matter (ordinary plus dark) add up to the remaining
30% of critical density. These figures compound the mystery: why should
the cosmological constant be so near in value to the matter density that the
universe happens to have at the present time? This flies in the face of the
hallowed “Cosmological Principle” [2] that there is nothing special about the
cosmological time or place in which we live.
The original Cosmological Constant Problem [3] was the problem of find-
ing a principle or mechanism that made Λ = 0, at least approximately. We
may call that the Old Cosmological Constant Problem. We now have in ad-
dition what may be called the New Cosmological Constant Problem, which is
to explain why Λ is not exactly zero, and more specifically to explain the ori-
gin of the very small number 10−123 in terms of fundamental physics. Finally,
there is the problem of accounting for the similarity of Λ and (ρmatter)now.
This is sometimes called the Cosmological Coincidence Problem [4].
There are several promising approaches to solving these problems. It is
worth mentioning four of them.
(1) The Anthropic Principle. One possibility is that the value of Λ is
explained by the so-called Weak Anthropic Principle [5]. Many people are put
off by this name, but the name is misleading. The Weak Anthropic Principle
is neither weak, nor anthropic, nor a principle. It is really just the old idea of
observer selection or observer bias. If the universe has many domains having
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different values of the cosmological constant, then, naturally, observations of
the cosmological constant can only be made in those domains where it has
a value compatible with the existence of observers. Weinberg has used the
assumption that observers are unlikely to exist where galaxies cannot form
to set an “anthropic” upper limit on observable values of Λ [6].This limit
comes out to be of the same order as the present value of ρmatter . There is
no reason, on the other hand, why values of Λ much less than this anthropic
limit should be preferred. Therefore, if Λ does vary among domains, one
should expect to observe a value of Λ that is of order ρmatter today. The
beauty of this approach is that it can solve all three cosmological constant
problems at once.
(2) Quintessence. The idea of quintessence [7] [8] [9] is that there is
some slowly rolling field, call it φ, whose energy accounts for the apparent
cosmological constant. The quintessence idea makes no attempt to resolve
the Old Cosmological Constant Problem. It simply assumes that at the
minimum of the quintessence field’s potential (which may be at φ = ∞)
the cosmological constant vanishes: V (φmin) = Λ0 = 0. It is assumed,
however, that the field φ started away from its minimum and is still slowly
approaching it. In some models the quintessence energy roughly “tracks” the
matter density [10], thus explaining why Λeff ∼ ρmatter today.
(3) Dynamical Relaxation. The idea of dynamical relaxation is su-
perficially similar to the quintessence idea, but has the more ambitious goal
of resolving the Old Cosmological Constant Problem. As in quintessence
models, there is a field (again call it φ) that is slowly rolling and causing the
effective cosmological constant to vary with time. (Indeed, this possibility
seems to have been considered first in the context of dynamical relaxation of
Λ [11].) However, unlike ordinary quintessence models, dynamical relaxation
models do not assume that the potential V (φ) has a minimum at which the
vacuum energy vanishes. For to assume that is equivalent to simply setting
Λ to zero, and this “fine-tuning” is what the dynamical relaxation idea seeks
to avoid. Rather, what is assumed is that there is a dynamical feedback
mechanism which in some indirect way “tells” the field φ when Λeff is ap-
proaching zero, and stops or slows the rolling of φ even though it is not at a
minimum of its potential. For example, suppose that the action of φ couples
it to the scalar curvature of spacetime, R. The scalar curvature, in turn,
“knows” about Λeff through the trace of Einstein’s equation. Thus, as Λeff
approaches zero through the rolling of φ, R also approaches zero, and it is
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possible, given the right form of S(φ,R), that the rolling of φ will be braked.
It is actually possible to construct models where this happens, and where
Λeff asymptotically approaches zero even though the potential has not been
fine-tuned to make V (φmin) = 0 [11] [12]. In [11], the scalar curvature R acts
as the go-between in the dynamical feedback loop. In [12], a Brans-Dicke
type scalar field plays the same role. An interesting feature of the models
constructed in Ref. [11] was that Λeff approached zero at roughly the same
rate as did the matter density. The reason for this is not entirely clear, but
it may be a necessary feature of such feedback models. The point is that if
Λeff falls far below ρmatter , the effect of Λeff on the rolling of the scalar field
may become negligible compared to the effect of ρmatter , which would break
the feedback loop. While, on the other hand, if Λeff falls off more slowly
than ρmatter , it would come to dominate over ρmatter early in the universe,
leading to an inflationary phase with no exit. In any event, if it is indeed
true that Λeff must relax in such a way as to stay roughly of order ρmatter , it
would explain the currently observed value of the cosmological “constant”.
Such a scenario has the possibility of solving all three problems relating to
the cosmological constant.
(4) False vacuum. The fourth possibility is similar to the quintessence
idea in that it is assumed that in the true ground state the vacuum energy
vanishes exactly because of some (as yet unknown) fundamental symmetry
or mechanism. However, unlike quintessence, it is not assumed that the
universe is slowly approaching its true ground state; rather, it is assumed
that the universe is stuck in a false vacuum. The idea is that the resulting
Λeff is extremely small because the splitting between the false and true vacua
arises from very high order effects [13] or from non-perturbative [14] effects.
This is the approach we shall pursue in this paper.
This idea can naturally solve the New Cosmological Constant Problem.
But how could it explain the “Cosmic Coincidence”? Unlike the other ap-
proaches, here there is no obvious way that the density of matter comes into
the calculation of Λeff . An answer is suggested [4] by a well-know piece of
“numerology”. If one writes the value of Λ suggested by recent observations
as Λ = M8/M4P l, then one finds that M ≈ 5 TeV, which is close to the
Weak interaction scale. Alternatively, if one writes it as Λ = M7/M3P l, then
M ≈ 35 GeV, also quite close to the Weak Scale. This suggests the possibil-
ity that the false vacuum state we are in may be split from the true vacuum
by higher-dimension operators that go as Φ8/M4P l or Φ
7/M3P l, where Φ is a
4
field associated in some way with Weak interaction breaking.
What is appealing about this idea is that it is similar in spirit to the way
the values of many other small parameters in particle physics are explained.
First, the smallness of the parameter is explained as being the result of some
symmetry principle. Second, the departure of the parameter from zero is
explained as being due to a small breaking of the symmetry. And finally, the
actual size of the parameter is explained by relating the symmetry breaking
to some known dynamical scale. In the present case, we do not know the
symmetry principle (or other principle) that makes Λ vanish in the absence
of breaking. But we can still try to relate the breaking that generates the
observed Λ to some known physics such as the Weak scale. This is what we
shall attempt to do.
The idea can be simply illustrated with a toy example. Suppose that Φ
has the following potential:
V (Φ) = λ(Φ†Φ− f 2)2 − [aΦ6/M2P l + beiβΦ8/M4P l +H.c.], (1)
where f ∼MW and a, b ∼ 1. Any phase in a can be absorbed by a redefinition
of Φ. With Φ = (f + ρ˜)eiθ, the potential for θ is
V (θ) = −2a(f 6/M2P l) cos(6θ)− 2b(f 8/M4P l) cos(8θ + β). (2)
The first term has six degenerate minima at θ = 1
6
(2piN). These are split
by the second term, which contributes ∆E0 = ∆E3 = −2b(f 8/M4P l) cos β,
∆E1 = ∆E4 = −2b(f 8/M4P l) cos(β+2pi/3), and ∆E2 = ∆E5 = −2b(f 8/M4P l)
cos(β+4pi/3). Thus, there are in this example false vacua that are split from
the true vacuum by an energy density of the desired order to explain the
observed cosmological constant. Unfortunately, there are several problems
with the toy model just described.
(1) Although in this toy model there exist false vacuum states, the uni-
verse would not end up in the present epoch sitting in one of them. What
happens, rather, is the following. At a temperature T ∼ f ∼ MW the field
Φ develops an expectation value, breaking the global U(1) symmetry of the
renormalizable part of the potential. At this point cosmic strings appear.
These strings undergo a complicated evolution which is such that at any
given time there is of order one “infinite string” (i.e. string longer than the
horizon length) per horizon volume. When the thermal energy density drops
to a value comparable to the barrier caused by the term aΦ6/M2P l, domain
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walls form which have mass/area σw ∼
√
af 4/MP l. The vacua separated
by these walls have a pressure difference of P ∼ bf 8/M4P l. This pressure
difference will tend to squeeze out the false vacua on a time scale of or-
der σw/P ∼ ba−1/2M3P l/f 4, which is comparable to the present age of the
universe. One sees that, depending on the values of the dimensionless pa-
rameters a and b, either the false vacuum will be gone by now, or the system
of walls will still be in existence. Neither situation corresponds to a non-zero
cosmological constant throughout the observable universe.
(2) The second problem is to explain why the global U(1) symmetry that
gives the desired approximate degeneracy of the minima is not broken by
lower dimension operators such as m2Φ2 + H.c.. If it is, then these terms
dominate the potential for θ and force it to take one of the values θ = piN−θm,
which are not split in energy by the higher-dimension terms. Similarly, if
there is no Φ2 term, but there is a λeiγΦ4 + H.c. term, the phase will be
forced to take one of the values θ = piN/2 − γ/4, which are not split in
energy by the Φ8 term, as desired, but are split by the Φ6 term.
In other words, there must be a local symmetry that forbids low order
terms that break the global U(1) but allows higher order terms, as shown in
Eq. (1).
(3) Finally, the model as it stands does not relate the field Φ to the
breaking of the Weak interactions, and so does not explain the connection
between the parameter f in Eq. (1) and the Weak scale. Certainly Φ is not
just the Standard Model doublet, as then Weak isospin does not allow the
higher-dimension terms in Eq. (1).
In Sections 2 and 3 of this paper we shall look at two types of model that
seek to overcome these problems and implement the basic idea illustrated
by the toy model in Eq. (1). The first type of model is based on familiar
physics, namely the invisible axion. We point out that simple invisible axion
models of the kind that have long been studied can quite naturally realize
the idea that the observed cosmological constant is false vacuum energy. In
such a scenario the cosmological constant is not given in terms of the Weak
scale and Planck scale, but rather in terms of the Peccei-Quinn scale fa and
the Planck scale. If fa is in the window between 10
10 GeV and 1012 GeV,
as suggested by the requirement of solving the “axion energy problem”, then
one can invoke inflation to explain how our domain of the universe ended
up in one of the false vacua. As a bonus, the energy in the coherent axion
oscillations can be the dark matter. One has thus the beautiful possibility
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that the same field and the same potential solve the “dark matter” and “dark
energy” problems (and the strong CP problem!) at the same time.
The second type of model we discuss attempts to explain the cosmological
constant directly in terms of the Weak scale and and the Planck scale using
a potential similar to that in Eq. (1). In order to explain how the universe
ended up in a false vacuum, inflation is invoked. This entails the introduction
of additional fields which have superlarge expectation values. These large
expectation values allow certain complex phases to be laid down at a time
prior to inflation.
Both of these models invoke inflation to explain special initial conditions.
Inflation would also induce fluctuations in the equation of state and therefore
in the microwave background. In Section 4 we consider these fluctuations and
determine the constraints they place on inflation. In the same section we also
discuss some alternatives to inflation for explaining how the universe ended
in a false vacuum.
2 Invisible Axion Models
The axion solution to the strong CP problem is based on the existence of
the global U(1) Peccei-Quinn symmetry [15]. However, there are various
reasons to believe that quantum gravity does not respect global symme-
tries, and consequently, as was pointed out a long time ago, Planck-scale
physics should induce explicit breaking of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [16]
[17] [18]. This would destroy the Peccei-Quinn mechanism unless some sym-
metry that was local, and thus respected by quantum gravity, prevented ex-
plicit Peccei-Quinn-breaking terms from arising up to a sufficiently high order
in 1/MP l. This is one of the challenges in constructing viable axion models,
but it also provides a natural way of explaining a very small cosmological
constant. Specifically, these same higher-dimension explicit Peccei-Quinn-
breaking terms that ought to exist because of Planck-scale physics can lift
the degeneracy among the several vacuum states that one typically finds in
axion models.
Consider a typical invisible axion model, in which the Peccei-Quinn sym-
metry is spontaneously broken by a field Ω at a scale fa that is between 10
10
and 1012 GeV. Let the potential for Ω be
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V (Ω) = −λ(Ω†Ω− f 2a )2 + [beiβΩn/Mn−4P l +H.c.]. (3)
We have added to the usual “Mexican hat” potential that is invariant under
the Peccei-Quinn symmetry a non-renormalizable term, assumed to come
from Planck-scale physics, which explicitly violates U(1)PQ. One can write
Ω(x) = (fa + Ω˜(x))e
ia(x)/fa , where a(x) is the axion field. The axion field
gets mass from two sources: (1) QCD instanton effects and (2) the non-
renormalizable operators in Eq. (3). Suppose that Ω has a Peccei-Quinn
charge of q and that QCD instantons break U(1)PQ down to ZN . Then, the
potential for the axion field a(x) ≡ θfa is given by
V (θ) = −gf 4pi cos(Nθ) + 2b(fna /Mn−4P l ) cos(nqθ + β), (4)
where g ∼ 1. The first term in Eq. (4) is the QCD-instanton-generated
potential. Assume that θ is small; then one may write
V (θ) ∼= 1
2
gf 4piN
2θ2 + 2b(fna /M
n−4
P l )(cos β − (nqθ) sin β). (5)
This gives θmin ≡ θ ∼= 2bnq sinβgN2
(
fna
f4piM
n−4
Pl
)
. Demanding that θ ≤ 10−9, to
solve the strong CP problem, one has that n ≥ 13 for fa = 1012 GeV, and
n ≥ 10 for fa = 1010 GeV. The question of how local symmetries can prevent
explicit Peccei-Quinn-breaking operators from arising up to such very high
orders has been shown in the literature to be answerable in various ways [16]
[17] [18] [19]. We shall return to this question shortly.
What value of n allows us to account for the cosmological constant? We
see from Eq. (4) that the instanton-generated potential for the axion field
has N degenerate minima. However, this degeneracy is lifted by the second
term in Eq. (4) (unless it happens that nq is a multiple of N) by an amount
of order fna /M
n−4
P l . Thus, assuming that the lowest of these minima — the
true vacuum — has vanishing cosmological constant by some as-yet-not-
understood mechanism, and that our region of the universe is in one of the
other minima, we would observe a cosmological constant Λ ≈ fna /Mn−4P l . If
we set this equal to the observed cosmological constant, then n ∼= 17 for
fa = 10
12 GeV, and n ∼= 13 for fa = 1010 GeV. Thus the values of n required
to explain the cosmological constant are safely larger than the lower limit
coming from a satisafactory solution to the strong CP problem.
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To see how local symmetries can protect the Peccei-Quinn symmetry up to
sufficiently high order in 1/MP l, and to verify that the Planck-scale operators
really can lift the degeneracy of the instanton-generated potential to produce
a cosmological constant, we present a simple toy model constructed along the
lines suggested in [18]
Consider a model whose gauge symmetry is SU(3)c× SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×
U(1)′. Let there be pN flavors of left-handed anti-quarks with U(1)′ charge
−q, denoted Q−q; qN flavors of left-handed anti-quarks with U(1)′ charge +p,
denoted Qp; and (p + q)N flavors of left-handed quarks with U(1)
′ charge
equal to zero, denoted Q0. This set of quarks obviously has no SU(3)
2
c×U(1)′
anomaly, while the U(1)′3 anomaly can be cancelled by fermions that have
no color. Let the quarks obtain mass from two scalar fields that have U(1)′
charges p and q, denoted Ωp and Ωq.
Lmass = QpQ0Ω∗p +Q−qQ0Ωq. (6)
We suppress the flavor indices of the quarks. The fields Ωp and Ωq ac-
quire vacuum expectation values of order fa. If we assume that p and q are
relatively prime, then the lowest-dimension operator that knows about the
relative phase of Ωp and Ωq is O(p+q) ≡ (Ωp)q(Ω∗q)p/Mp+q−4P l . If such higher-
dimension operators are neglected, the model clearly has a U(1)×U(1) sym-
metry corresponding to independently rotating the phases of Ωp and Ωq. One
combination of these U(1) symmetries is just the local symmetry U(1)′. The
other is an anomalous global U(1) symmetry, i.e. a Peccei-Quinn symmetry.
One sees that the local U(1)′ prevents any explicit Peccei-Quinn-breaking
operator up to order n = p+ q.
Instanton effects break the Peccei-Quinn symmetry down to ZN , as can
be shown in the following way. Since p and q are relatively prime, there
exist integers a and b such that pa + qb = 1. Consider a rotation of the
fields that takes Ωp → e2pib/NΩp and Ωq → e−2pia/NΩq. It takes N such
rotations to bring the fields back to their original values. Thus, this rotation
generates a ZN transformation of the fields. From Eq. (6) and the fact
that there are pN flavors of Q−q and qN flavors of Qp one sees that this
rotation changes the QCD CP angle by ∆θ = (2pia/N)(pN)+(2pib/N)(qN) =
2pi. Thus the instanton potential is left invariant by this ZN rotation. On
the other hand, the higher-dimension operator O(p+q) is changed by a phase
(2pia/N)p + (2pib/N)q = 2pi/N . Thus, the lowest-dimension Peccei-Quinn-
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breaking operator allowed by U(1)′ does indeed lift the N -fold degeneracy of
the instanton potential. This example gives a KSVZ type of invisible axion
[20]. It is a simple matter to construct a model of the cosmological constant
in a DFSZ type of axion model [21] using the ideas in [19].
Since the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is broken at a scale fa that is between
1010 and 1012 GeV, one can assume that an inflation occurs after that tran-
sition and gets rid of axion strings and axion domain walls. If so, then our
whole observable universe would be in a region with an essentially constant
axion field value and consequently would all fall into the same minimum of
the instanton potential. In that way we could end up in one of the false vacua.
There would also be coherent axion fluctuations about that minimum, which
could act as the cold dark matter if fa ∼ 1012 GeV. In this case, both the
“dark matter” and the “dark energy” would have their origin in the energy
of the same field.
What is appealing about this possibility is that it does not require that
any new physics be introduced just for the purpose of explaining the mag-
nitude of the cosmological constant. The axion was introduced to solve the
strong CP problem, and it is a typical feature of axion models that they
have both degenerate minima and higher-dimension operators that lift this
degeneracy by an amount that is of high order in 1/MP l.
3 Models where Λ arises from electroweak
breaking.
Consider a supersymmetric model in which the superpotential contains the
following terms
W ⊃ −a(HuHd)X21/MP l − b(HuHd)2Y4/M2P l − c(HuHd)3Y6/M4P l. (7)
Any phases in the coefficients a, b, and c can be absorbed into redefined
superfields Hu, Hd, X1, Y4 and Y6. Hu and Hd are just the Higgs doublet
superfields of the MSSM. X1 is a superfield whose scalar component is as-
sumed to get a superlarge vacuum expectation value, which we shall denote
f . The subscript “1” refers to its charge under a local abelian symmetry
U(1)′. Clearly, the product HuHd, which is a singlet under the Standard
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Model gauge group, has a U(1)′ charge of −2. Note that the first term in
Eq. (7) generates the µ parameter of the MSSM. Demanding that µ ∼MW ,
implies that f ∼ a−1/2√MWMP l. By MW we mean the Weak scale in some
rough sense, rather than the mass of the W boson. We will take MW ∼ 102
GeV. The superfields Y4 and Y6 have U(1)
′ charges of 4 and 6 respectively,
and are assumed to have expectation values of order MP l.
Denote the phases of (HuHd), X1, Y4, and Y6 by θh, θ1, θ4, and θ6 re-
spectively. One linear combination of these is the gauge degree of freedom
that is eaten by the U(1)′ gauge boson. The other three linear combinations
are physical phases. It is possible to couple the scalars to colored fields is
such a way that the global symmetries corresponding to the rotation of these
phases has no QCD anomaly. Therefore, in the potentials to be considered
below there is no need for an instanton contribution. After supersymmetry
breaking the terms in Eq. (7) lead to “A terms” which have the same form.
(We assume high-scale supersymmetry breaking.) This leads to a potential
for the phases of the form
V (θh, θ1, θ4, θ6) ∼ −aM4W cos(θh + 2θ1)
−b(M5W /MP l) cos(2θh + θ4)− c(M7W/M3P l) cos(3θh + θ6).
(8)
Let us now follow the sequence of events in the early universe. The
fields X1, Y4 and Y6 acquire their expectation values when the temperature
is superlarge. This is followed by a period of inflation that “irons out” these
expectation values, so that they are virtually constant in the region that is to
become our presently observable universe. Thus, θ1, θ4, and θ6 can be treated
as constant in space. When the temperature falls to a value of order MW ,
the fields Hu and Hd obtain expectation values that are of orderMW . It is at
that point that the potential for the phases shown in Eq. (8) appears. This
potential rapidly causes the phase θh to align with the phase of θ1 according
to the relation θh = −2θ1. Note that because of the fact that 〈X1〉 ≫ 〈Hu,d〉,
it is θh that adjusts, while at this point θ1 remains virtually constant in time
as well as space. The field corresponding to θh has mass of order MW , and
so its oscillations about its minimum should should damp rapidly.
Substituting the relation θh = −2θ1 into the last two terms in Eq. (8)
one gets
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V (θ1, θ4, θ6) ∼ −b(M5W/MP l) cos(−4θ1 + θ4)
−c(M7W /M3P l) cos(−6θ1 + θ6).
(9)
Denote the field corresponding to θ1 by a1. Since a1 = fθ1 it has a mass-
squared m2a1 ∼ b(M5W /MP l)/f 2 ∼ ab(M4W /M2P l). This phase will begin co-
herent oscillations when the age of the universe is of order m−1a1 , or when
T = T1 ∼ (ab/g)1/4MW , where g ∼ 102 is the number of massless degrees of
freedom when T = T1.
These oscillations will damp due to the expansion of the universe, so that
by now the phase θ1 is essentially at the minimum of the potential given by
the first term in Eq. (9), i.e. θ1 = Npi/2+ θ4/4. The second term in Eq. (9)
lifts the degeneracy of these minima and leads to an effective cosmological
constant that is of order cM7W/M
3
P l. Demanding that this give the observed
Λ of (2× 10−3eV)4, gives MW ∼ c−1/730 GeV.
In any model where the cosmological constant is caused by being in a
false vacuum, it will eventually go to zero because of vacuum tunnelling,
but this will take a time much longer than the present age of the universe
[13]. In this particular model, however, the effective cosmological constant
will eventually go to zero because of the classical evolution of the fields.
After minimizing the first term in Eq. (9), the last term will depend on
the (gauge invariant) phase θ ≡ θ6 − 3θ4/2. Call the properly normalized
field corresponding to this phase a = 〈Y 〉θ. (〈Y 〉 is a linear combination of
〈Y4〉 and 〈Y6〉.) When the age of the universe is t ∼ m−1a , the field a will
commence damped oscillations about the minimum of the last term in Eq.
(9). As it approaches this minimum, the effective cosmological constant will
disappear. Since the coefficient of the last term in Eq. (9) is, by assumption,
of order Λ, the mass of a is given by ma ∼
√
Λ/〈Y 〉. If 〈Y 〉 ≫MP l, then it is
clear that the oscillations of a will not begin until a time much longer than
the present age of the universe. Thus, at the present epoch Λ is effectively
constant in time.
The reason that there is in this model a residual dynamical phase upon
which Λ depends is that the number of terms in Eq. (7) happens to be
the same as the number of physical phases of the fields. There is nothing
that prevents the construction of models of the same type, but in which the
number of terms in V is sufficient to give a fixed Λ, as in the model of Section
12
2. In such a model the effective Λ would persist until our part of the universe
tunnelled to the true vacuum.
Now let us see what the coherent oscillations of a1 contribute to the
energy density of the universe now. Using the fact that (ρa1/ρB)now =
m−1p (ρa1/nB)now ∼ m−1p (ρa1/nB)T1 , one has that
(ρa1/ρB)now ∼ (bM5W/MP l)/(gηBmpT 31 )
∼ (g−1/4b1/4a−3/4)η−1B
(
M2
W
mpMPl
)
∼ 10−5(b1/4a−3/4).
(10)
where ηB ∼ 10−10 is the baryon-to-entropy ratio of the universe, and we have
used here MW ∼ 102 GeV. If a ∼ 10−8 (corresponding to f ≡ |〈X1|〉 ∼
MGUT ) the energy in the coherent oscillations of the a1 has the right magni-
tude to be the dark matter.
There is a technical point that should be mentioned that concerns the
naturalness of the hierarchy between the Weak and Planck scales. A simple
way to fix the magnitude of the field Y4 would be to introduce a field Y−4
conjugate to it and terms in the superpotential of the form (Y4Y−4−M2)Z0,
where M ∼ MP l. However, this would allow the term HuHdY6Y−4/MP l,
which would give a Planck-scale contribution to the µ parameter and destroy
the hierarchy of scales. However, there are many ways to avoid this problem.
For example, there might be no conjugate field for Y4 but one for Y6, and
terms of the form: (Y6Y−6 −M2)Z0 + (Y 34 /MP l − Y 26 )Z−12.
4 Inflation and alternatives
In the scenarios of Sections 2 and 3 inflation was invoked to explain how
the observable universe ended up in a false vacuum. However, there are non-
trivial constraints that apply to any realistic model of inflation, among which
is that the spectrum of density fluctuations produced by inflation must be
consistent with observational limits.
For the axion model in Section 2, the phase of φ will take on variations
within the observable horizon that are of order H/fa, where H is the ex-
pansion rate during inflation. H must be smaller than fa, otherwise the
inflation-induced fluctuations would simply randomize the phase of φ, and
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the whole scenario would fall apart as the universe would not end up in the
false vacuum. A much stronger constraint on H comes from the effect of
fluctuations on the mass density of axions ρa. The density of axions at the
end of the QCD transition is of order mana, where na = θ
2
i f
2
aHi and here Hi
is the expansion parameter at T ∼ few ΛQCD when the axion field becomes
dynamic. The density depends on the initial alignment angle θi. Fluctua-
tions in θi translate into fluctuations in the axion density [22]. In the current
context that implies δρa/ρa = 2δθi/θi ∼ Hfaθi . If axions make up the dark
matter, then fa ∼ 1012 GeV, and δρ/ρ ∼ δρa/ρa. Taking θi ∼ 1, and re-
quiring that δρ/ρ be less than about 10−4, implies that H must be less than
about 108 GeV. In fact, this limit on H applies even if fa is smaller than 10
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GeV and axions are not the dark matter. The point is that δρa/ρa scales as
f−1a and ρa itself scales as fa, implying that δρa is independent of fa.
Turning to the models of Section 3, one sees that fluctuations in the phase
θ1 will introduce fluctuations in the density of matter δρa1 similar to the fluc-
tuations δρa in axion models. These will be of order δρa1 ∼ ρa1(H/f). If
ρa1 provides the dark matter, the H must be less than 10
−4f ∼ 107 GeV.
Similarly, inflation will produce fluctuations in the effective cosmological con-
stant that we will call δρΛ. Generically, δρΛ ∼ ρΛ(H/〈Y 〉). From the fact
that ρΛ ∼ ρmatter when z ∼ 2, it follows that ρΛ was only about 10−8ρmatter
at recombination. Thus, even if δρΛ/ρΛ was of order unity, it would have
had a negligible effect on the cosmic background radiation at the time of last
scattering. On the other hand, one has to worry about the effects of fluc-
tuations in ρΛ on the later propagation of the cosmic background radiation.
The magnitude of such effects depends on the scale as well as magnitude
of the fluctuations. Inflation-induced fluctuations in ρΛ would cause time-
dependent variations in the equation of state with roughly equal amplitude
on all scales, and therefore the strongest microwave background constraint
probably comes from COBE observations on large angular scales. When
these large scales enter the horizon ρΛ/ρ ∼ 1, so that one would have the
constraint δρΛ/ρΛ < 10
−5. In the context of the models in Section 3, this
would mean that H during inflation would have to be less than 1014 GeV for
〈Y 〉 =MP l.
Given the constraints that exist on inflationary models, it is worth asking
whether some other way, not involving inflation, might be found to explain
how the universe ended up in a false vacuum There are two ideas that we
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think are worth discussing in spite of the fact that we have not found a
satisfactory implementation of them in the context of gravitationally induced
higher-dimension operators.
The first idea is that thermal contributions to the effective potential might
steer the field φ into a false vacuum. That is, it may be possible that the
relative energies of the minima are different at high temperatures than at
low. The difficulty we have found in realizing this possibility is that the
leading finite-temperature effects produced by a certain term in V (φ) tend
to have the same symmetry as that term. For example, if there were a
term φ4(φ†φ)/M2P l in V , it would lead to a T-dependent correction of the
form T 2∂2/∂φ∂φ†[φ4(φ†φ)/M2P l] ∼ T 2φ4/M2P l, which has the same symmetry
φ −→ eiNpi/2φ.
A second idea is that the true vacuum may fail to percolate and end
up losing out to the false vacuum when the domain walls disappear. This
might happen as follows. Consider a potential in which the true vacuum
minimum, though deeper, is narrower than the false vacuum minimum. For
example, in a model with a global U(1), suppose the true minimum is at
θ = 0 and the false minimum at θ = pi, but that the barriers which separate
the two minima have peaks at θ = ±pi/4. Then, when φ starts to feel
the explicit U(1) breaking V (θ), there is a probability of 0.25 that it rolls
toward the true vacuum and 0.75 that it rolls towards the false vacuum. As
a result, the false vacuum phase percolates, while the true vacuum phase
consists of isolated bubbles. Whether those bubbles grow or shrink depends
on whether or not they exceed some critical size Rc that depends on the
surface tension of the walls and the pressure difference between the vacua.
Generally, this length scale is the same as the time scale for squeezing out
the false vacuum. So, if the true vacuum does not percolate, it is the true
vacuum that gets squeezed out, not the false vacuum. Although this scheme
has a simple appeal, we have not been able to construct a simple model that
naturally has the required properties. In the paradigm of Eq. 2, a single term
dominates V (θ) to produce several degenerate minima. For a U(1) model it
is apparent that these minima are equally spaced, the true vacua will be just
as common as the others, and when it comes time to dynamically choose
a vacuum, the true vacuum will win out by virtue of pressure differences.
We suspect this is generally true for more complicated symmetries. From a
different perspective, a power series in cos θ can be constructed which has the
required shape, but the terms must all be of the same order of magnitude. In
15
the context of gravitationally induced higher dimensional operators, however,
each term in such a power series would come suppressed by correspondingly
higher powers of MP l and so it is not natural for them to be of the same
order of magnitude.
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